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belonged to Ulleyhah Ibn-El-Juldh El

Angtiree. (s.)._;i,'}j1.4 bow: (s, A, Ki) be

cause ofits curving. ($.) _1 A bent bow. (TA.)

_ I A meniireh (51.1.3) deviating from the per

pendicular. _.._ I A well deep : K,‘

TA :) or not straightly dug. (TA.) __ I A land,

(Usji, s, K,) and a desert, (:jtéL, A, or 5331s,)

far-extending, ($, A, K, TA,) and turning aside:

(TA :) and is applied [in the same sense] to

a country, (TA,) and to an army. ($,TA.)_.

1A saying, or phrase, ($5,) bad, and croohed,

or distorted. ( A.) = Also [as an epithet in

which the quality of a subst. predominates] +A

[drinking-cup or bowl of the hind called](S, _ And T A certain vessel (l_{)for drink

ing, (TA,) oblong, like the (TA.)=,3

Jill )li; (A) IIIe is most remote from

the station, or state, of baseness, or ignominious

ness. (TA.)

.r'

)5» A place [and a time] qft-isiting. Mgh.)

3,}; Visited. (A.)

A camel distorted in the breast, or chest,

when drawn forth from his mother’s belly by the

0')

rs.» [q. v.], who therefore presses, or squeezes,

it, in order to set it right, but so that an efl'ect of

his pressing, or squeezing, remains in him, whereby

{till-,8 known to be (Lth, K.)_Andn)» 1- Speech falsified, or embellished with lies.

(TA.) And {Speech rectified, adjusted, or cor

rected, [and prepared, (see 2,)] before it is

uttered: or beautified, or embellished; as also

(M)

I’ 1b)

3gb)‘ Visitors ofthe tomb of the Prophet. (A

9;”: lie:

J’ih: see”).

6:)‘

1. (IDrd, 0, K,) aor. (mid, 0,)

inf. n. éb, (IDrd, O, K,) He declined, deviated,

swerved, or turned aside, (IDrd, O, K,) from the

right course or direction, (lDrd,O,) ‘and from
J v Q,

the road; as also 81)‘, aor. inf. n. a}, which

latter is the more chaste: (0, TA :) the former

is a dial. var. of the latter. (high in art. 8).) .

Aha Us 8,, (Yz, 0,15,) aor. ggg, (Yz,

0,) int‘. II. 3233,11‘; declined, or deviated, from

the right way in speech. (Yz, O, K.) _ See

also 4.=It is also trans.: (0, TA :) you say,

81,, (0,1_<,* TA,) aor. 6”, (0,11,) IIe

made his heart to decline, deviate, swerve, or turn

aside. (0, 1;,‘ TA.) '5» 1.5,’, with fet~l_1

to the Q and damm to the j, [0 our Lord, make

not our hearts to decline from the right way, in

the Kur iii. 6, commonly read (see 4 in art.

81)] is an extr. reading of Néfi’: (0, TA.) _

[Hence, app., ifit be correct,] iii?" 6i)‘, (0, K,)

aor. 65R, inf. n. (0,) He pulled the she

camcl by the nose-rein: (O, so says Ibn

’Abb{\d: but [$gh says,] the verb in this sense

is with the unpointed & only; which lbn-'Abbad

states to be the better known. (0, TA.)

3: see what next follows.

4. vi idly, int‘. n. [He made him

to decline, or deviate, from the right way in

Q’; a;

speech, (see 1,)] and inf. in. 16,54 and

Cl”, [being mentioned immediately after, without

any explanation, seems to signify I made him to

decline, or deviate, from. the right way therein,

1:01, luoroi

like as 431ml; is used in the same sense as 43mg]

(TA,) and a. véej. (0, TA.)

is said by 5gb to belong to art. a) [q. v.].

(Msb in the present art.)

J’O

8345i []|I0re, and most, wont to decline, deviate,

nerve, or turn aside, from the right course &c.].

(IJ, TA.)

6:)‘

2. £53,, (0, Msb, TA,) int. n. $935, (Mgh, K,)

[seems to signify primarily He washed it over

with. 635%}, i. e. quicksilver; he silvered it there

with.] One says, [IIe washed over

the dirhems with quicksilver]; from (5)3132"._[Then, IIe gilded it with an amalgam of

quicksilver and gold : see _ And hence,]

He decorated it, and embellished it; namely, a

thing [of any kind: and particularly he painted

it]: but IF says that 253), meaning thus, is with

out foundation; that they say it is from éjsgtl

meaning $391; [as it is said to be in the K;]

but that this is [mere] assertion. (0, TA.)

[Whether properly or improperly, however,] one

says. seahouse, or chamber, [perhaps meaning the House

of God, at Mekkeh, i. e. the Kaabeh, as appears

to be probable from what. here follows,] and

changed its colour and its fashion or semblance,

with [3,55, i. e. (Hur p. 107.) And it is

related in a trad. that he [Mohammad] said to

if 5 r a r - , ¢a~s e E- a

Ibn-’Omar, :44] 5.1.» .35 LL95 as!) 15]

4 r 0' —

£45 0,." Q56 [lVhen thou seest

Kureysh shall have demolished the House of God,

then built it again, and decorated it, than be

able to die, then die]: he disliked the Q); of

mosques because of its inducing desire for the

things of the present world, and its finery, or

because of its diverting the person praying. (TA.)

_One-says also, (TA,);s‘jlill and _talifll,

+I embellished the speech, or language, and the

writing, or book,- and II rectified, or corrected,

it. (s, TA.) And Solis ,3} and 15;} both

mean ISuch a one rectified, or corrected, his

writing, or book. (TA.) _And Eight-J1They embellished the girl, or young woman, with

[or decorations, app. such as are made by

i. e. He decorated the

tattooing, or staining with : such decoration

is termed 7 $133, like z’ and hence, luhjj,

[Embellish thyself &c.,] said to a woman; [so

that itois originally 7 ;] or this is from 6.3;,

[i. e. @g,] with [5. (TA.)

5: see the last sentence above, in two places.

5') I J ,

our 886 0):‘)

5,,’

35:1‘

(31)] Decorators, or embellishers, of the ceilings of

houses or chambers. (AA, TA.) [See also

[pl. of act. part. 11. of the unused verb

: sec 2, last sentence.

A decorator; an embellisher : and parti
a-e'

cularly a painter. See also 35”‘, above.]

é‘uslgds, O,K, [in the CK written $55, as though

it were the quiescent, being indicated by the

sign of sukoon after the dammeh,]) of the dial. of

the people of El-Medeeneh, (AA, $, 0,) i. q.

9')

[i. e. Quichsil'ver]; (AA, $,O,K;) as also '6”;

(AA, 0, K;) but from what is said by I,B’,’it

would seem that this last word is pl. of 6;;5:

(TA :) it is used in ‘@gifi [meaping decora

tions, or embellishments, pl. of used as a.

simple subst., or of the n. un. 3.13935]; (S, 0;)

and hence, [accord. to some,] 3523i signifying

“the act of decorating, and embellishing ;” ;)

for it is put, together with gold, ($, 0, K,) for

overlaying therewith, (K,) upon iron, ($, 0,) and

then it is put into the fire, whereupon the 6;}

[or quicksilver] goes from it [by evaporation],

and the gold remains: (S, O, K;) and hence

anything decorated, or embellished, is termed

' (S, 0,) though not having in it

$5,; inf. n. of 2. (Mgh,) [Used as a simple

substl, this, or the n. un. 813;}5, has for its pl.

$3,135 :] see the next preceding paragraph.

Washed over with [5,93 or] [i. e.

quicksilver]; applied to a dirhem. (TA.) ‘Deco

rated therewith (TA) [or with an amalgam of

quicksilver and gold subjected to the action qffire

so that the quicksilver is evaporated]. _ And

hence, (TA,) Anything decorated, or embellished,

($, 0, Msb,K,TA,) though not having in it

J3). ($, 0.) See $,3\3._Also, applied to

speech, or language, TE-mbellished : (Kr, TA :)

and applied to a book, or writing, [in the same

sense : (see 2;) or] as meaning Irectified, or car

reeled,‘ likejgjii. (AZ, TA.)

do)

1. aor. ‘Lg, (K,) and, accord. to the K,

also which is rare, on the authority of Aboo

’Alee, but this is the nor. of J1} like .jt'a, [which

has a different meaning from the former verb,]

(M,TA,) inf- n- .353 (K) and .355 (1115K)

[which in all its senses except one mentioned

below may app. be pronounced also [3,55, like

53);; for 53);’ Pl' of J;‘;’:] and and(K, TA,) the last thus, with fet-h, accord’. to a

rule of the K, but in some of the copies d», with

damm, (TA,) and (K,) It went away;

passed away,- departed; removed ,- shiftcd; (K,

TA ;) was, or became, remote, or absent; ceased

to be or exist, or came to nought ,- (TA ;) as also

V inf. 11. Job}; (K;) or, accord. to the O,

7 553‘, like (TA.) [See also 7.] Hence,




